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bluwatr is aimed at supporting your company’s initiative to reduce its 
environmental footprint while lowering your disposal costs associated with 
removing oils & other hydrocarbons from your facility.

We help you meet your waste reduction goals by transforming or 
remediating the oils, grease, tar, etc. before they ever leave your facility. 

Our products were initially developed for the US Military to combat oil spills 
in the Gulf of Mexico by converting the oil molecules into carbon dioxide 
and water - the carbon dioxide evaporates – leaving just water. Today, we 
have refined our products to not only transform oils, but any hydrocarbon 
such as oil, grease, tar, sludge, fuels, etc.

Unlike traditional degreasers that only move oils from one place to another, 
our products literally consume the oils on-site. As a result, bluwatr can 
help reduce the amount of oily wastes generated at your plant by as much 
as 80% - significantly reducing your disposal costs.

See the entire demonstration 
on our YouTube Chanel:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3YsI3M4obSSMjrE-ZuzTcg
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A. Our products are completely safe:
a. non-toxic
b. non-pathogenic
c. completely harmless to human, plant, animal, and marine life 
d. recognized as part of the EPA Safer Choice program.

B. They can be used on any water-safe surface, including: 
a. metal 
b. concrete
c. plastic 
d. rubber 
e. painted surfaces 

C. Our products are used for: 
a. fresh oil spills for containment 
b. in mop buckets and floor scrubbers for general maintenance
c. on old oil / carbon stains to clean concrete 
d. in oil / water separators to eliminate oily sludge

D. We eliminate the need for granular absorbents, socks, pads, & caustic 
degreasers. 

a. However - if you are currently using absorbent pads and socks in your facility - you can use 
our products to launder and clean them, allowing you to reuse them again in your facility.

b. This not only reduces the costs associated with their disposal, but also reduces your 
procurement costs associated with purchasing new pads and socks. 



bluwatrOil Eliminator

Our bluwatr Oil Eliminator is ideal for general cleaning on fresh 
oil and carbon. 
üSpecifically designed for continuous use in your riding 

scrubbers, as well as trigger sprayers, mop buckets, & foaming 
cannons or sprayers. 

üUse on any water safe surface, such as painted surfaces, 
concrete,  tile, carpets, etc. 

üNon-scented, no VOC’s, non-corrosive, non-toxic, 
biodegradable, no harmful fumes, safe to use indoors or out
ü No danger to children or pets

üEffective for manufacturing floors & equipment, office floors 
& carpets, etc. 

üAvailable in a liquid concentrate and a foaming aerosol
üSizes: 

ü 20oz Aerosol (12/case)
ü 32oz, 1gal, 5gal, 15gal, 55gal, & 275gal

__________________________________________________
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bluwatrCarbon 
Eliminator
bluwatr Carbon Eliminator is formulated to remove old oil 
carbon stains from concrete & asphalt surfaces. 

bluwatr Carbon Eliminator follows the carbon molecules 
into the deepest pores within the concrete and consumes 
them as they go. 

The result is concrete that looks new.

Sizes: 
◦ 32oz, 1gal, 5gal, 55gal



bluwatrAerobic 
Sludge Eliminator

bluwatr Aerobic 
Sludge Eliminator 
is designed for oil 
& water separators 
to digest the 
sludge and oil that 
settles in the 
tanks, significantly 
reducing the 
amount of oily 
waste that have to
be shipped off for 
disposal. 

bluwatr Aerobic 
Sludge Eliminator 
will also reduce or 
eliminate the sludge 
and oils captured in 
retention ponds.

_______________________________________________



bluwatrAnaerobic 
Sludge Eliminator

Our bluwatr Anaerobic Sludge Eliminator is designed to eliminate sludge & 
oil deposits in environments that have less than 1 milligram of oxygen per 
liter. Ideal applications are stagnant or sealed tanks or oil spills that seep deep 
into the ground. 

Another great opportunity to contribute to your waste reduction is using our 
bluwatr Anaerobic Sludge Eliminator to clean & reuse the absorbent pads & 
socks around your facility. The accompanying picture shows absorbent pads 
under buckets & bins of oil. Instead of throwing these soiled pads away in 
your non-hazardous waste drums, put them in a 55 gallons drum of bluwatr
Anaerobic Sludge Eliminator. Our bluwatr Anaerobic Sludge Eliminator will 
clean the absorbent pads & socks by consuming the oils in them, allowing you 
to reuse the pads in your facility. 

This process not only reduces your waste disposal costs, it also reduces the 
procurement costs associated with replenishing the absorbent pads & socks. 



bluwatrOil Eliminator 
with Rust Inhibitors

übluwatr Oil Eliminator with Rust 
Inhibitors is ideal for parts washer and 
dipping tanks to removes oils & grease from 
your parts while protecting them from “flash 
rusting”. 

üIt can also be applied directly to your parts 
before being painted or prepped for 
assembly. 

übluwatr Oil Eliminator with Rust 
Inhibitors is another way to reduce the 
number of solvents in your facility.

_____________________________________



bluwatr Foaming 
Cannons

The bluwatr Foaming Cannon dispenses 
bluwatr Oil Eliminator as a thick, clinging 
foam that sticks to slick or vertical surfaces 
granting longer dwell times, while eliminating 
the need to agitate the microbes with a 
brush. 

Simply fill the cannon reservoir and attach it 
to your pressure washer lance. Adjust the top 
knob for desired foam output & dial the 
nozzle tip to adjust spray width. 

It is quick and convenient for your employees, 
while mixing product to the proper dilution. 

____________________________________________________________



bluwatr
Proportioning 
Dispenser

bluwatr Proportioning Dispenser eliminates the challenges of 
transferring product from large drums into smaller spray bottles, mop 
buckets, floor scrubbers, etc. 

It’s simple to use. At the push of a button, the dispenser transfers 
product from larger shipping containers into spray bottles, mop buckets, 
floor scrubbers, etc. for easy, no mess fillings. Not only is it quick and 
convenient for your employees, but it eliminates the risk of spillage and 
product waste. 

The bluwatr Proportioning Dispenser is equipped with 2 low flow 
valves for filling smaller containers like spray bottles, as well as, 2 high 
flow valves for filling mop buckets and floor scrubbers. 

Additionally, the dilution ports are set to the proper dilution ratios to 
ensure you are maximizing the efficiency and performance of our 
products in your facility. 



bluwatr Acid 
Eliminator
_____________________________

A poorly maintained battery 
ü robs battery of energy, 
ü requires more charges, 
ü longer charge times, 
ü more repairs.
ü deteriorates wire casing 

OSHA requires batteries to remain 
clean & free of acid for workers’ 
safety

bluwatr Acid Eliminator
ü neutralizes hazardous battery acid into non-hazardous 

organic salt that can be simply rinsed or mopped away
ü Requires no special handling for disposal 

ü additionally, the microbes and enzymes will remove any 
grease and grime on your battery pack

ü keeping batteries and equipment free from acid ensures
they operate at optimal performance, while meeting OSHA 
Requirements 

ü our bluwatr Acid Eliminator has a Ph color indicator that 
turns a peach color upon contact with battery acid

ü allows you to quickly check your equipment for the 
presence of battery acid before the buildup starts

ü tests to see if any of your batteries are leaking
ü saves labor by indicating the areas that need cleaning



bluwatrContacts
bluwatr, LLC 
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Website:
www.bluwatr.com

Contact:
info@bluwatr.com

YouTube Channel: 
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